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In the not so distant past, on a remote Pacific North West Island, 22 year old, Moira Weylyn has come back to her Grandfather’s
property to meet her few remaining family 5d3b920ae0
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Don't ever waste your time. You're welcome.. The ritual of Weylyn island is a fun short horror game with some scares. The
player assumes the role of Moira Weylyn one the 5 members of the family to inherit the island, that is now occupied by cultists.
I reccomend to those interested to wait for a sale on this one its not worth buying at the full price. Ending may dissapoint some
players but honestly i didnt really mind it at all.. Very immersive. Fun short, creepy game with lots of atmosphere. Even if you
see themes and tropes often used in other horror games, if you like story, there's plenty of fun here since it's done well, and the
bottom line for the player was fun.. a satisfying experience provided by a professionally developed adventure game.. its an ok
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game and the story is good but. it is really hard to use the controls and this game seems to be still in development.it does need
alot of improvments.this game is ok.now after a bit of playing again.but extremly glichy and story.boring.sorry horror gamers. I
just finished playing the first hour of The Ritual on Weylyn Island and I'm really enjoying the story. Set on an island that the
main character and her family have just inherited from the recently deceased grandfather. You are the last to arrive by ferry and
find the family has gone up to the lighthouse. The gameplay is a simple interactive first person game. You control the main
character and are searching for your family and what the deal is on the island. The story so far has me hooked. The game opens
with a cinematic of a man running through the woods, tripping into the center of a ritual circle made of stone. Several hooded
figures start to chant loudly. A large man wearing some kind of mask stabs the man in the chest with a sword. Badass opening
right? You then arrive at a cabin in the woods and are told by the captain of the ferry how he's heard "stories" about the island
that he doesn't wish to repeat. Well, screw you buddy. The character you are playing indicated they haven't been there since they
were 8. So clearly I don't know these stories and furthermore, if they are so messed up why the hell wouldn't you tell the young
lady you're dropping off at night. On an island. Alone. From here you read a note indicating the family is at the lighthouse and
you should make your way there. Inside you find a flashlight and a tape recorded message from your creepy grandfather being
cryptic about the island. The story is interesting to me and I'd love to know what is happening on the island. However, some of
the gameplay needs tuning. There was a part where you must left and right mouse click to pull yourself across a rope bridge. It
was pretty lengthy and slow. The game is also voice acted which I enjoy from my horror games. The problem is some of it is
poorly recorded and mixed. There were times when the audio would get so loud I had to take my headphones off, which is a
bummer. It also sounded as if some of it was recorded in a bathroom, or at the beach. All this I think can and will be fixed over
time so for me, no big deal. I'm just interested in the story here, as it's a scary story being told via first person I don't really need
any fancy puzzles or gunfights. I like the idea of listening to audio logs, running from monsters, and creeping through the woods
with a flashlight. Am I going to play it more than once? Maybe, I don't generally re-watch many horror movies either. As long as
the story continues to be scary and well told, I'm in. For more reviews and the podcast check out - EarlyAccessMedia.com and
YouTube.com/EarlyAccessPodcast. The Ritual on Weylyn Island is an interesting concept off the bat. Cultists on the island
where your family is gathering to mourn the passing of an estranged grandfather? An interesting idea. As good an idea as it is,
the game really falls short of being able to call this a game. Gameplay aspects were straight forward, though the picking up
triggers could be a little touchy. The actual story was pretty lacking in really making this feel like a game. It sort of was more
akin to a slight quicktime-ish event walking simulator. It had a great concept, but it just didn't really get pulled off in a satisfying
way.. This game is surprisingly good. I liked the story and the voice acting.The graphics looks great, I liked listening to the
cassette tapes while running to next location. Perfect timing. The controls at times are too loose, restricted areas and pathways
can be annoying, and I got stuck on the staircase in the first basement twice and had to restart game. Simple fix. For the price its
worth it, I was entertained, only real drawback is that it ended just as you become.
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